Board Nominees for the 2018 Election
You must vote for at least one candidate in the 4th Congressional District. Then, you may vote
for up to 17 additional nominees regardless of district. See revised bylaws, Article V, Section 2.

Sixth Congressional District

d

(* indicates current board member)

Penelope (Pennie) Clor - Daniel Lipman* - Pamela Maass* - Chris Mosley - Tom Tomazin* - Clayton Wire - Sarah Wolter

Penelope L. Clor, RN, JD
Tomazin Hillyard & Clor, LLP
pennie@thedenverinjurylawfirm.com — www.thedenveryinjurylawfirm.com
I have been a member of the Colorado Trial Lawyers Association for over 20 years. CTLA has helped me grow as a
professional and has benefited my clients. I would be very honored to be elected to the board of CTLA and have an
opportunity to become more involved with this organization and give back to CTLA with my time and talents. I am
an EAGLE donor and will continue to support CTLA and its excellent work and values through the EAGLE program,
as will my law firm Tomazin Hillyard & Clor, LLP. We have supported the Spring Dinner and the 1st CTLA Women's
Leadership Summit. Last year I was honored to be a speaker at our CTLA convention in Snowmass. I am active in CTLA
Women's Trial Lawyer Network and have truly enjoyed getting to know its members better and share with them case
support, encouragement, practice tips, and comradery.
As a registered nurse, I advocated for my patients at the bedside and now I am very grateful that as a Trial Lawyer I have
the privilege of advocating on behalf of injured plaintiffs. I have been practicing law representing Plaintiffs since 1993.
My practice primarily focuses personal injury, medical malpractice, and wrongful death cases. I am honored to have
earned a nomination by the CTLA Nominating Committee, and I would be honored and grateful to have your vote.
Thank you for your consideration.

Daniel Lipman*
Parker Lipman LLP
dan@parkerlipman.com — www.parkerlipman.com
My passion is sticking up for people that have been injured by no fault of their own. I have had the honor of representing
people who are the most deserving of compensation and whom would never have access to the courts but for plaintiffs’
lawyers and CTLA. CTLA is the most important organization to which I belong. CTLA’s lobbying efforts are critical to trying
to even the playing field for injured victims. And, CTLA’s continuing education programs, list serve, and networking
opportunities are important to my practice and to personal injury lawyers across the state. I am proud to call many CTLA
members close friends.
Concerning my CTLA involvement, I am currently a Board Member and am honored to serve on the Legislative Committee.
I have participated in numerous legislative events with CTLA’s lobbyists including testifying to the Colorado General
Assembly’s Health and Human Services Committee. I have lectured in several CTLA CLE seminars, including the annual
Convention and Blockbuster. I am an active EAGLE contributor. Indeed, when my partner, Lorraine Parker, and I started
our new law firm in 2013 we made a contribution to EAGLE before we even paid ourselves.
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Pamela Maass*
The Gold Law Firm, LLC
pam@thegoldlawfirm.net — www.thegoldlawfirm.net
I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to serve another 2 year term for the CTLA Board. I am a personal injury
attorney at the Gold Law Firm, who in addition to traditional car accident and premises liability cases focuses on
representing victims of sexual assault and other crimes seek justice in the civil system. I would like to better connect
victim service organizations with CTLA to work towards better serving victims and seek tort reform. This year I helped get
the Civil Rape Shield bill passed into law. I also proposed a bill to extend the statute of limitations for any civil action
involving domestic violence from one year to six years. The bill is at the governor’s desk right now and we are hopeful it
will pass. I would like to use this momentum and good will to remove caps and/or include treble damages in civil cases.
Additionally, I have been grateful to have the opportunity to be involved with the education committee and present
at blockbuster and the conference, on investigation and CORA requests. I am also involved in the theater community
and greatly enjoyed hosting improv for trial lawyers classes. Thank you for your consideration.

Chris Mosley
Sherman and Howard L.L.C.
cmosley@shermanhoward.com — www.shermanhoward.com
No statement available at this time.
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Tom Tomazin*
Tomazin Hillyard & Clor, LLP
tom@thedenverinjurylawfirm.com — www.thedenveryinjurylawfirm.com
I have been a member of CTLA since 1977. I have been on the Board of Directors since 2004. I have enjoyed my service
on the Board. I am honored to have been nominated to continue to serve for another term on the Board. I am requesting
your vote so that I may continue to serve our members, our clients and CTLA.
I have been an active member. I have and continue to be a long-time Eagle member. I have and continue to be a speaker
at CTLA seminars and the Annual Convention. I have and continue to be a sponsor of many CTLA functions including the
Friday Night Party at the Annual Convention and young or new lawyers social gatherings. I have and continue to support
candidates for public office who have demonstrated a willingness to help injured individuals. I have and continue to be
an active participant on the CTLA List Serve.
I have been given many opportunities in the past to learn and grow professionally from CTLA members and mentors who
helped me in my legal career. I believe it is my responsibility as well as my desire to help as many as I can to be the best
they can be as professionals to help their clients and CTLA.
One of the ways I can help is to continue to serve on the Board of Directors to help guide our organization and our
members. Thank you for your consideration.

Clayton Wire
Ogborn Mihm LLP
clayton.wire@omtrial.com — www.omtrial.com
I am honored to be nominated for a CTLA Board position. There are so many reasons why I have chosen to dedicate time
to CTLA and to the causes it supports, but let me focus on one: Doing Good. This is a simple and straight forward phrase,
but to me it embodies so much of what we do as trial lawyers. From those of us who fight insurers to get justice for
accident victims, to those of us who battle governments to protect our clients’ constitutional rights, to those of us who go
up against multi-national companies to get our clients a living wage, we are all Doing Good.
I have been lucky to serve as the Co-Chair of the Employment Law Section, write articles for Trial Talk, and present
at several CTLA events. I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to sit on the organization’s Board as well.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sarah Wolter
Andrus Wagstaff
sarah.wolter@andruswagstaff.com — www.andruswagstaff.com
I am honored to receive a nomination for the CTLA Executive Board. I believe this will be a great opportunity for me
as well as allow me to give back to the local law community. Since joining CTLA in 2014, I have enjoyed getting to know
many of you. CTLA is a wonderful resource for both new and experienced lawyers. I graduated from the 2017 CTLA
Bootcamp and found the experience invaluable.
I am a proud member of the Women's Caucus and an Eagle Contributor.
My goal as a member of the Board is to ensure CTLA continues to be on of the best bar associations around. It would be
an honor to serve as a board member for the CTLA.

